PRODUCT INFO SHEET

TAPES &
ADHESIVES

Unique | Ergonomic | Efficient
Introducing the
revolutionary NEW
ZeroTape® System!

66%

25%

LIGHTER

ZEROTAPE® – THE MOST INNOVATIVE
TAPING SYSTEM EVER PRODUCED…

LESS CARBON
FOOTPRINT

75%

LESS DOWNTIME

TOP FEATURES

Adhesive tape has been used to seal packages
for almost a century. Now after 100 years there
is finally a solution that promotes efficiency,
comfort, usability and performance!

Ergonomic design Relieves strain on the wrist, requiring
75% less wrist extension

High performance 3x fewer roll changes, 3x less storage
space

Lightweight 25% lighter than conventional
dispensers

Say goodbye to aching wrists!
The ZeroTape® dispenser features a radically new design that
reduces wrist strain making light work of packing. The
ergonomic design and ventilated rubber padded handle also
improve user experience and comfort.

Safe Easy blade changes due to click-in
system, safety serrated blade

Comfortable Ventilated handle, rugged housing,
quiet dispensing

Unique Special roll core makes incorrect
insertion a thing of the past

No more putting rolls on backwards
The ZeroTape® System features a unique one-way roll core,
meaning it is no longer possible to insert a roll of tape
incorrectly! With the quickest roll change in the industry, you
will reduce wasted time & frustration every time.
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Longer rolls
The ZeroTape® rolls of tape are 160m long. That’s more than
double the length of traditional rolls of tape, cutting your roll
changes in half!
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PROTECTIVE
PACKAGING
OPERATIONS OUPUT
Improved Comfort
ZeroTape® was created with the end user in mind. The result is a tape dispenser which has been
ergonomically designed. The position of the handle is strategically placed to minimise strain on the
wrist. It also has a ventilated handle which is comfortable to hold and is significantly lighter than other
tape dispensers on the market.

Increased Productivity
The foolproof click reload system means there is no time wasted changing tape rolls. ZeroTape® also
holds a tape roll which is longer than conventional tape (as well as lighter and stronger) so changes
and disruption are kept to a minimum.

Starting the taping process:

While dispensing:
36°

53°

Conventional
Dispenser

53° wrist extension

36° wrist extension

12°

0°

ZEROTAPE®

75% less wrist extension

FAQ’s

ORDER INFO

Will my existing tapes fit this new dispenser?

ZEROTAPE® Dispenser
CODE

ZERO degrees of wrist extension

No. The ZeroTape® system is designed to be used
only with ZeroTape® brand tapes.

DESCRIPTION

05.004

ZeroTape Dispenser - Blue

What about replacement blades and flaps?

05.005

ZeroTape Dispenser - Pink

Azapak carries a full range of replacement spare
parts for the ZeroTape® system.

ZEROTAPE® Packaging Tape
CODE

DESCRIPTION

CARTON QTY

02.000

ZeroTape 500
48mmx160m Clear

36 rolls

Talk to us today to arrange a demo!

Call 1300 255 725
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